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Using Newsletters to Empower and Enrich the Learning Community
Noriko Ishitobi, Nagoya Municipal Junior High School, Nagoya, Japan

From Classroom Assessment to Newsletters
I used to wonder about my students' real feelings toward my English classes. With
nearly 40 students in one class, it is not easy to monitor each student's performance or
listen to their individual thoughts. Some students are very talkative and active; however,
most are quite passive. It is not difficult to hear the voices ofthe outspoken, but it is quite
difficult to hear the voices of the average, quiet majority. This is the group that I always
thought about. Did they enjoy today's activity? They appeared to be having fun, but were
they really learning what I wanted them to learn? What really happened in my class today'?
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To address these concerns, I began to ask for feedback on classroom activities and
then use that feedback to plan more effective future lessons. I asked students to evaluate
the degree of fun, ease, and usefulness that they perceived in our activities. I also left a
bit of space where students could write comments, reflections, or questions. Now, I always
insert this simple feedback form at the bottom of my activity sheets.

Comment on today's activity

Fun ( 4 3 2 I ) Ease ( 4 3 2 I ) Usefulness ( 4 3 2 I )

Student feedback on classroom activities gives me insight for planning future lessons.
I am especially content when students say that an activity was fun and useful but a little
challenging because that fits my goal exactly. I consider it forgivable if students rate an
activity as useful and easy even if it was not fun. On the other hand, I consider it
problematic if they rate an activity as easy and fun, but not at all useful. Interestingly, the
results sometimes tum out to be different from what I anticipated when I was planning the
activity. Sometimes, an activity that I guessed was too difficult to be enjoyable is evaluated
as fun, and sometimes an activity which I guessed would be easy was not. We never know
until we really listen to students' thoughts. Thus, this simple form offeedback helped my
lesson planning greatly, and I was often encouraged by positive comments such as these:
• Thanks to the pre-writing activity. I couldfinish writing one page essay in the

class time.
• I really like "Easy True Stories . .. I want to read more storiesfi'om that hook.
Soon after I began using this form of classroom assessment, I noticed that some shy
students were absolutely eloquent in writing. I appreciated their effort to write their
thoughts in English, and I took pride in their trials and errors when the orthography, word
order, and so many other features of written English are different from Japanese. Every
time I read my students' comments or essays, I realized they were great. I gradually
realized that it was not right that I was the only one who read, enjoyed, and found
satisfaction in their comments. My students should also be able to learn from their
classmates' comments. Thanks to a course in materials development in graduate school,
I got the idea of using a class newsletter as a means of publishing my students' voices.
Since then. I have seen that a newsletter can be a powerful tool for teachers seeking
evidence about the effectiveness of their teaching. I am also astonished at the benefits of
newsletters for both my students and myself.
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Developing a Newsletter
There are many decisions to make about the process and product of developing a
class newsletter. Depending upon the setting in which you teach, you may make decisions
that are very different from mine. 1 offer the following points, not as a model, but as
prompts to help you make your own decisions about beginning a class newsletter.

I. Make it attractive. Students are delighted to see their English writing printed in
a cool way, and with free downloadable newsletter templates, this is not difficult
to do.
2. Make decisions about what to include. I include students' compositions, survey
results, comments on activities, and (because my students and their parents are
frequently concerned about structure) notes on frequently tested grammatical
errors.
3. Make decisions about size and space. My newsletter is one sheet of A4 paper
printed on both sides. I select pieces that will have wide student appeal and publish
them with the authors' initials only. In my large urban school, this means that the
writer is essentially anonymous. 1 carry student comments as they are, positive or
negative, but I also occasionally correct their grammar, particularly when I see an
opportunity to reinforce a grammatical point or collocation that is frequently tested
in Japan. For example:

When 1 talked my partne!: 1 can't he eye contact.

t
When 1 talked [to} my partner, 1 t'ttfI:4[couldn 'tJ-flt. [make}

~ye

contact.

Despite the grammatical errors, I appreciate this comment because the student
mentions an important cultural aspect of English, making eye contact.
4. Make decisions about the use of Ll. You will see some Japanese in the example
newsletter at the end of this article. Some readers will disapprove, but I consider
carefully whether to include Japanese notes and glosses. For example, when
students use a dictionary to write compositions, they sometimes tind and use
interesting words that are unfamiliar to their classmates. I give glosses for these
words. The Japanese comments that appear in the margins are not translations but
rather reading prompts designed to trigger interest in the passage.

Functions of the Newsletter
The newsletter has brought greater benefits to my students than I had originally
anticipated.
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I. Noticing errors. The newsletter helps draw students' attention to grammatical form
by showing errors and how to correct them as I did above. Due to its SOY structure
and frequently omitted subjects, Japanese students frequently write sentences such
as this one: "A uniform doesn't need our school" meaning "We do not need
uniforms in our school." One student, commenting on this example, stated in his
reflection: "I saw the grammatical mistakes corrected by the teacher in every
newsletter. Now I am careful not to make the same kind of mistakes by myself."
Having their attention drawn to these errors helped them later with their
proofreading and peer-editing.
2. Creating reading material. Since Japanese students rarely have a chance to read
English other than in their textbook, the newsletter, filled with the raw voices of
students, has became a good source of interesting, personal, comprehensible
reading material. I do not just distribute the newsletter at the end of class and expect
students to read it at home; I know they won't. Instead, I distribute it and give
students time to read it, ask each other for help, or listen to me read it to them. I
tell them to underline expressions they like or phrases they want to use in the future
and have them talk in pairs about what they underlined and why. Most students
incorporate these underlined expressions in their next writing assignment. While
some students claim the newsletter is difficult to read and ask for a Japanese
summary or glosses, most seem to think that it is good to have a chance to read
English materials other than their textbook.
3. Promoting a positive, cooperative learning environment. I see several ways in
which the newsletter helps students learn from each other and take responsibility
for their own learning. For example, when I publish compositions in which writers
have made an effort to use new expressions, their classmates often try to emulate
these peer models. When I share positive comments on activities, a better
impression of the activity contagiously spreads throughout the class. Finally, I try
to express my appreciation for negative comments and show students how I use
their comments to improve my teaching. This openness appears to help students
become more responsible for their learning and participate more actively in the
class. Overall, the newsletters increase the chance for students to learn more from
their classmates, not just from their teacher.

Conclusion
Enthusiastic and curious teachers are always trying out new techniques. Curiosity
about silent students' perceptions of my lessons led to the creation of the newsletter
described in this article. An anecdote may the best way to show the impact the newsletter
has had on my students. One day last year, after their third experience with timed
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conversations in which I gently forced students to change partners several times, make eye
contact, express their opinions, show interest in the words of their classmates, and ask
follow-up questions, I asked them to reflect on the activity. I was sure that the experience
had been torture for an intensely shy third year student. Despite my concerns, however,
her comments were positive, and when I published them, everyone in the class guessed
that she was the author, admired her English proficiency, and expressed appreciation for
what she had written about the class. From that time on, I sensed stronger motivation for
our timed conversations. Here are her words: It is real(v diflicult/c)r me to talk with hoys.
I could not see their eyes/irst. But when I tried to speak. they listened to me and smiled
at me. Ifelt ve,y happy. I think English class is precious timej()r me because I can learn

English. and I can talk to many different students. too. My classmates arefun and nice ...
Her comments and her classmates' reaction to them illustrate what Tim Murphey
described in an article about the benefits of action logs, action research, and class
newsletters for both teachers and students. He wrote that "after reading comments
about how some students were taking control of their learning and doing many things
outside class, other students expressed new commitment to learning and striving more.
The publication also gave my students a better feel for my commitment toward them
and how I perceived their education" (Murphey, 1993). His words describe my
experience precisely.
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Ueda JHS 3m year

Opinions - Wfiat do .you tfiinfij
~.

Resu It of vote t5l:IU6m
(146 stu4ents in 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5)

~

*

G)Young people can sit In prlorlty seat.
\Airee· "6~ IDisagree· ..

ag

* The best opinion Ms. Ishltobi chose*
I agree. I think all the seats should be the
prlorlty seatsl!! Anybody can sit but they
always give a seat to weaker people.

~

We should wear school uniforms at school.
\Airee···1 O~ IDlsagree··

·4g

* The best opinion Ms. Ishltobi chose*
I disagree. It is too hot to wear school
uniform In summer, and It Is too cold In winter.

@ We should leave our parents' house when we graduate
from hIgh school.

\Airee·"721

IDisagree·" 7~

* The best opinions Ms. Ishltobi chose*
I agree. We need to be iI;dependent.
I disagree because living with family Is fun.
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((From Michael)}
Recently you wrote great compositions about your opinions. Some examples are
printed below. As in these examples many students tried to express their own
ideas and write interesting compositions. In my classes you always have a great
attitude and do your best. It shows in your compositions. Even students who
5.-t()

struggle with English or who don't like it wrote good compositions. Your
writing is improving. I am very impressed and I am proud of all of you. Please
enjoy your winter holiday. I am looking forward to seeing you in January.
(g:Ii!t'FSl 'to) 1 )
~~~!1I5iI'\l!r.=c:~ IS
U~. 3:)0)l1l!EI3~iIl!l'\
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[Students' work No.1]
I think we should study English In junior high schools for three reasons.
First, English is used iIoIofiM all over the world. I want to learn about many
~[countries'] culture. I study English to do it. Second, I like foreign

......

moVies very much. I want to be [a] moVie director. So I want to learn
[about] foreign moVies in foreign country. And If I can speak English, I talk

..-

about foreign moVies with foreign people. Finally ."' •••"ay [emergencies]
. "h.{ttt, t,

in foreign ~[countries].[are] very dangerous. Because ~ [ I could
be] killed by [a] gun. Gun[s]" [are] very dangerous. Then I can say "I'm
Japanese. I'm not dangerousli. [."] It's very important.
(y. F)
[Students' work No.2]

I think we should study English in school for three reasons. First, English is
very useful because English is used by many countries people. We can
communicate with foreign people. Second, Japanese people should go abroad,
and we should do useful things in the wortd, then Japan will be able to become
the most important country. Finally, we sometimes see American moVies. If
we study English in school, we can see moVies in Englishl I think the people
seeing the moVie in English Is cool.
(y.I)
[Student's work No.3]

I think we shoutdn't study English in school for several reasons. First, why
f;t:;t;;tlll I I ~!AJll~I;:U do we have to study English?? English Is a language which is used In the UK,
lI!l~lltl11J'f7n\~'§". J: America, and so on. But, it's not used In all countries, like Japan. Second,
<.f7~L-~!
people who want+to learn *"'- [it] shoutd go to an English school. Third, we
are studying English right now, but most of the people have never used ~ [ft]
critical thinking

(Ht'FSl 'to) 4)
~~J:v)~. 8,*,0)IIIU;:~
1'). 't L-L~ftAi L- :):)~
QCPI!IO)~!Il CPI!I~~!JI!

"'tffi1J'~ I~ \c:~ ISU.
lIlU~\~,§".

" ~ K
except
[in] class _ _ . Fourth, we should introduce Japanese culture to people
all over the world . But it it's also important to understand different culture.
Finally, I love English, but studying English at school like now is not good . We
can't speak English that much. When we need English is when we talk with
foreign people. So, it's better to speak than to write in class. (K'I)

[Student's work NoA]
I think we shouldn't study English in school for three reasons. First, we
don't have to go to foreign countries. So we don't have to study English.
Second, keeping Japanese culture is more Important than studying foreign
language. Finally, I also think English Important and useful. But I think we
should study Chinese because China is nearer than countries USing English and
):QJl A L??*'{)

]

China "~U II. all,.",.", [Is developing more] than America. So I think Chinese
is more useful than English In the future.
(K'Y)

